Unlocking The Mother (MAH) Tongue WithIN
As synthesized by Chieftess Blue Feather
The Year of Eleven-11

AH Sh’AHLAHM Nun KAH~ Peace, Love, and Truth 4-Ever! Bruthahs and Sistahs. I’m
humbled to share my personal Insight on unlocking the Mother Tongue within. This journey began a
few years ago when I began hearing “utterances” that I identify now as the lan(d)guage of AHYAH
(Breath of Life) otherwise known as the Sacred “AH” Frequency.
The purpose of this sharing is not to dismiss the work of linguists (medicine men/women, shawmans,
priests, etc.) who have done great work to preserve our ancient lan(d)gauges. My objective is to
accentuate and build on previous and ongoing works by assisting our people in accessing our sacred,
primordial tongue in the most natural way.
Our lan(d)guage is living, breathing, fluid, all-encompassing, and hidden in the midst of Her our
Mother (MAH). We all come from her womb (sacred waters). We travel through her portal of OM
(AHM) to be “born”. Our first breath (AH) is often sparked by our exclamation or birth cry. In
our baby sense, we are intuitive, “native”, natural, UN-taught. As new borns, our first utterances are
viewed as “baby-talk” or babble when in actuality the repetition of AH (dah, bah, mah, etc.) is a
remnant of our primordial lan(d)guage. As a reclassified people (Wi), our early communications are
adulterated by strange tongues, variegated by semantic dissonance designed to throw us off the
course of IN-lightenment. Our journey toward absolution, the source of our divine self, our
BhuTAH (one’s inlightment) is often long and arduous as we downgrade into a life cut off from our
parts (lan(d)guage). Our Mother Tongue is replaced with spellings (incantations) that cut us off
from our ability to engage Nature in oneness, hindering our capacity to be attuned to the land, water,
air, and all that is AH-live within and without.
The key to Unlocking The Mother Tongue within is reconnecting with MAH (our great mama).
The prophetic return of the Mother Spirit signals a gathering of Earths Children and homecoming
of our most natural selves. I welcome each of you to join me in breathing New Air of self-discovery as
we travel through the Heart (Nun) of Her and remember….
AHniSh’KAH WAHE-SHe-Truth is AH-live in us!
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